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Statement by Commissioner McFarland to be added as note atr
end of Law Enforcement Chapter

Comisionr rnet . Ilcarland notes that many of the
findings and recommendations of the Commission Chapter on
Violence and Law Enforcement were addressed largely to the
problems and needs of the larger Cities . He does not believe
that all the recommended de ranges are needed or are applicable toArizona and some of the other less urbanized states even though
definite change and improvement are required in the larger
cities. Upon this basis,he stated he was willing to vote

for he r com enda ion hoping they would be carefully studied
by all the communities and states to determine whether, even if
not wholly applicable, some part might be helpful in meeting
their needs.
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VIOLENCE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

I.

Order is a prerequisite of society, a mainstay of civilized existence. We arise every workday

with unspoken expectations of order in our lives: that the earth will be spinning on its axis,

that the office or factory will be functioning as before, that the mail will be delivered, that our

friends will still be friends, that no one will attack us on the way to work.

Our expectations are not always met. The technological creations on which modern life

depends do not always function with the predictability of the physical laws of the universe.

Human behavior is even less predictable. To ensure reasonable predictability to human

behavior, to minimize disorder, to promote justice in human relations, and to protect human

rights, societies establish rules of conduct for their members.
In a far earlier day-and still, to some extent, in small and traditional societies-the rules of

conduct had only to be passed from one generation to the next by teaching and example.

Universal acceptance and long tradition gave force to the rules, as did the knowledge that

rule-breakers could be quickly identified by the tightly knit community, that culprits had

nowhere to run, that the community would ostracize them for their misdeeds. Still, every

society in history has produced deviant members. And as societies have grown larger and more

complicated, so have the problems of maintaining the social order.

In modern societies many of the rules of social conduct have come to be codified as laws.

The intricacies of life in the twentieth century require laws. The act of driving an automobile

from one place to another requires a bookful of regulations concerning speed, traffic lanes,

signals, safety devices of the vehicle, and the skill of the driver. Many other realms of social

interaction also require legal regulation for the sake of justice, safety, and preservation of the

social order.
Law furnishes the guidelines for socially acceptable conduct and legitimizes the use of force

to ensure it. If utopian conditions prevailed-if all citizens shared a deep commitment to the

same set of moral values, if all parents instilled these values in their children and kept close

watch over them until adulthood, if all lived in stable and friendly neighborhoods where

deviants would face community disapproval-then perhaps we would seldom need recourse to

the negative sanctions of the law. But these are not the conditions of today's pluralistic

society, and the law is needed to reinforce what the other institutions for social control can

only do imperfectly.
This function of the law requires that it be backed by coercive power-that it be enforced.

Agents of the legitimate authority must function effectively to deter lawbreaking and

apprehend lawbreakers, and the laws must provide sanctions to be applied against wrongdoers.

When law is not effectively enforced, the odds become more enticing for the potential

offender, crime increases, and the legal system-government itself-becomes discredited in the

eyes of the public. As respect for law declines, crime increases still more.

To acknowledge these basic truths is not, of course, to argue in favor of oppressive conduct

by police or retributive treatment of offenders. On the contrary, police lawlessness, degrading

prison conditions, and other deficiencies in criminal justice damage the goal of an orderly

society by making the law seem unworthy of obedience. That, too, breeds crime and disorder.

Likewise, to say that the law requires force as a condition of effectiveness is not to argue

that law enforcement must be total. The surveillance that would be required to deal swiftlyE;.....4 .Fa
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with every offense, major or minor, would be astronomically costly and an insufferable
intrusion upon the lives of a free people that would not be long endured. Indeed, as the Reportof our staff Task Force on Law and Law Enforcement suggests, some offenses like minortraffic infractions and intoxication now command a disproportionate share of our criminaljustice resources, and many of these offenses would better be handled by various meansoutside of the criminal justice process.

Devotion to the principle of law is one of the great strengths of the American society, asource of the nation's greatness. As Theodore Roosevelt remarked, "No nation ever yetretained its freedom for any length of time after losing its respect for the law, after losing thelaw-abiding spirit, the spirit that really makes orderly liberty." Today, however, respect for lawin America is weakened by abuses and deficiencies within our legal system, and it is thesewhich are the basis of our concern.
Respect for law is also threatened by some types of civil disobedience, notably the activitiesof normally law-abiding citizens, regrettably including even some leaders in public life, indeliberately violating duly enacted, constitutionally valid laws and court orders. Moreover,those who violate such laws often claim they should not be punished because in their view thelaw or policy they are protesting against is unjust or immoral. Civil disobedience is animportant and complex subject, and we shall examine the dangers to society of deliberatelaw-breaking as a political tactic in our subsequent statement on Protest and Violence. Everysociety, including our own, must have effective means of enforcing its laws, whatever may bethe claims of conscience of individuals. Our present statement is concerned with the fairnessand efficiency of our law enforcement system, which must apply, without fear or favor, to allwho violate the law.

As a preface to our discussion, then, we offer these two reminders:

First: order is indispensable to society, law is indispensable to order, enforcementis indispensable to law.

Second: the justice and decency of the law and its enforcement are notsimply desirable embellishments, but rather the indispensable condition of respectfor law and civil peace in a free society.

II.

The American system of government has been one of the most successful in modern history.But despite the reservoir of citizen trust and deference toward the government which has beena stabilizing feature of our democracy, there has always been in our history a competingattitude of insistence on results, on government's achievement of the aims supported by thecitizen, as a precondition of his consent to the exercise of governmental power.In American political theory, governments are humanly created institutions to serve humanends. The principles are stated in the Declaration of Independence: first, that the purpose ofdemocratic government is to secure the rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness forall citizens; second, that the powers of government are derived from the consent of thegoverned.
Governments in the United States-local, state, and federal-must therefore be cognizant ofthe needs of citizens and take appropriate action if they are to command continuing respect

2

and if their laws are to be obeyed. Disenchantment with governmental institutions and

disrespect for law are most prevalent among those who feel they have gained the least from the

social order and from the actions of government.

A catalog of the features of American life that push people toward alienation and

lawlessness usually emphasizes evils in the private sector: landlords who charge exorbitant

rents for substandard housing, the practice of "block-busting" that feeds on racial antagonism

to buy cheap and sell dear under inequitable purchase contracts, merchants with unscrupulous

credit-buying schemes, employers and unions who discriminate against minorities. But we need

also to consider how the institutions of law and government, often inadvertently, contribute to

the alienation.
There are few laws and few agencies to protect the consumer from unscrupulous merchants.

There are laws for the protection of tenants defining what landlords must provide, but housing

inspection agencies have little power and are understaffed; often they can act only in response
to complaints and seldom can they force immediate repairs, no matter how desperately

needed. Welfare agencies, designed to help the poor, operate under strictures that contribute to

the degradation of the poor. As the President recently stated, our welfare system "breaks up

families, ... perpetuates a vicious cycle of dependency. . . [and] strips human beings of their

decency."
If welfare assistance is arbitrarily cut off, if a landlord flagrantly ignores housing codes, if a

merchant demands payment under an unfair contract, the poor-like the rich-can go to court.

Whether they find satisfaction there is another matter. The dockets of many lower courts are

overcrowded, and cases are handled in assembly-line fashion, often by inexperienced or

incompetent personnel. Too frequently courts having jurisdiction over landlord-tenant and

small claims disputes serve the'por less'well'than' their creditors; they tend to enforce

printed-form contracts, without careful examination of the equity of the contracts or the good

faith of the landlords and merchants who prepare them.

The poor are discouraged from initiating civil actions against their exploiters. Litigation is

expensive; so are experienced lawyers. Private legal aid societies have long struggled to provide

legal assistance to the poor, but their resources have been miniscule in comparison to the vast

need for their services.

Some of this is changing. The President has recently proposed reforms in the welfare system

designed to preserve family structures, sustain personal dignity, eliminate unfairness and

preserve incentives to work. Private groups and new government programs are beginning to

respond to the legal needs of the poor. In 1968 the Legal Services Program of the Office of

Economic Opportunity handled almost 800,000 cases for the poor and won a majority of the

trials and appeals. In test cases the OEO lawyers won new standards of fair treatment of the

poor from welfare agencies, landlords, inspectors, urban renewal authorities, and others. They
were assisted in their work by VISTA volunteers with legal training and Reginald Heber Smith

Fellows, law school graduates with one year fellowships who are assigned to OEO Legal
Services offices. But the 1,800 OEO Legal Services Program lawyers, 700 VISTA lawyers, and

250 Smith Fellows, together with 2,000 legal aid attorneys, are still only a small beginning in
the long-range task of assuring justice for the poor. Many more attorneys are needed. Indeed,
the entire bar must also assume a larger share of the responsibility, as many younger lawyers
and law firms are now beginning to do.

In recent years the legal profession has contributed an increasing portion of its time to
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aiding the poor and this trend will undoubtedly continue despite the financial problems
involved.

We recommend that federal and state governments take additional steps to
encourage lawyers to devote professional services to meeting the legal needs of the
poor.

Specifically, we recommend that:

1. The Legal Services Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity, which already has
won the strong support of the organized bar and the enthusiasm of graduating law students
across the country, should be continued and expanded. The more recently started VISTA
lawyers program and the Smith fellowships program should also be enlarged. Experiments
should be encouraged with new programs to provide trained attorneys to deal with particular
types of legal problems faced by the poor, such as welfare rights and consumer protection. The
independence of all government-supported programs providing legal services to the poor should
be safeguarded against governmental intrusion into the selection of the types of cases
government-financed lawyers can bring on behalf of their indigent clients. The relationship
between lawyer and client is as private as that between doctor and patient, and the fact of
poverty must not be the basis for destroying this privacy.

2. All states should provide compensation to attorneys appointed to represent indigent
criminal defendants in the state and local courts. A state may wish to provide such
compensated legal assistance through the use of paid Public Defender staff lawyers, or it may
choose to compensate private court-appointed attorneys at a specific rate, on the model of the
Federal Criminal Justice Act.

3. The federal government and the states should provide adequate compensation for
lawyers who act in behalf of the poor in civil cases. Payment-either full or partial depending
on the client's ability to pay-could be made on the basis of certificates issued by the court as
to the need of the client and (in suits for plaintiffs) the good faith of the action. Other
appropriate safeguards could be introduced to be administered by the courts with the
assistance of the local bar associations. Some federal funding for the state court programs
might also be required.

The institution of government that is the most constant presence in the life of the poor isthe police department. Crime rates are high in the urban slums and ghettos, and the police areneeded continually. As they do their job, the police carry not only the burden of the law butalso the symbolic burden of all government; it is regrettable, yet not surprising, thatparticularly the tensions and frustrations of the poor and the black come to focus on thepolice. The antagonism is frequently mutual. Racial prejudice in police departments of majorcities has been noted by reliable observers.1 Prejudice compromises police performance.Policemen who systematically ignore many crimes committed in the ghetto, who handle ghetto
1E.g., Donald J. Black and Albert J. Reiss, Jr., "Patterns of Behavior in Police and Citizen Transactions,"Studies in Crime and Law Enforcement in Major Metropolitan Areas, Field Survey III, Vol. 1, a Report of aResearch Study Submitted to the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration ofJustice (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1967).
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citizens roughly,2 who abuse the rights of these citizens, contribute substantially to

disaffection with government and disrespect for law.

Our laws provide for civil and criminal sanctions against illegal police conduct, but these are

rarely effective. The so-called exclusionary rule also has some deterrent effect; it prevents use

of illegally obtained evidence in trials, but this does not affect unlawful searches and seizures

or other police activities that do not result in arrest and trial. A citizen can take his complaint

of misconduct directly to the police department. Every major police department has formal

machinery for handling citizen complaints and for disciplining misbehaving officers. But for a

variety of reasons, including inadequate investigative and hearing procedures and light

punishments for offenses, this internal process of review is largely unsatisfactory.

Even if all the compromising practices were eliminated, however, it is doubtful whether

internal review boards could engender widespread trust-simply because they are internally

administered. New York, Philadelphia, Washington and Rochester are among the few large

American cities to have experimented with an external review board composed primarily of

civilians. In the four months that New York City had a civilian review board, more than twice

as many complaints were processed than during the preceding twelve months by the police

department's own board. These experiments have fallen victim to organized opposition,

however, most vocally from the police themselves. The police argue that civilian review lowers

police morale, undermines respect of lower echelon officers for their superiors, and inhibits

proper police discretion by inducing fear of retaliatory action by the board. The police also

resent being singled out among all local governmental officials for civilian review.

The resentment is understandable. The police are not the only public servants who

sometimes fall short oftheir duties orovyerstep theirpoyers, who act arbitrarilyor unjustly. If
an independent agency is to exist for handling citizen grievances, it should be open to

complaints concerning every governmental office: the welfare agency, the health department,
the housing bureau, the sanitation department, as well as the police.

Independent citizens' grievance agencies would be a useful innovation. They could

investigate and, where justified, support individual complaints against public servants. They

could also perform a broader function-recommend policy changes to governmental

institutions that will make them more responsive to public needs. By encouraging and goading

governmental institutions to greater responsiveness, and 'by vindicating them against

unfounded complaints, these grievance agencies could strengthen public respect for the

institutions of government and thus strengthen the social order.

Both the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice

(Crime Commission) and the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner

Commission) recommended that local jurisdictions establish adequate mechanisms for

processing citizen grievances about the conduct of public officials. That recommendation has

not received the attention or the response it deserves.

2In a survey conducted by this Commission most white Americans disagreed with the statement: "The

police frequently use more force than they need to when carrying out their duties." But a majority of Negro

respondents agreed with the statement, as did a third of the lower-income people and 40 percent of the

metropolitan city dwellers. In many of our recent urban disturbances, the triggering event was an arrest or

other police encounter that appeared to bystanders to be unfair.
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To increase the responsiveness of local governments to the needs and rights of
their citizens, we recommend that the federal government allocate seed money to a
limited number of state and local jurisdictions demonstrating an interest in
establishing citizens' grievance agencies.

Because of the novelty of this function in American government, the allocating federal agency
should encourage diversity in the arrangements and powers of the grievance agencies in the
experimenting states and cities, should provide for continuing evaluation of the effectiveness
of the differing schemes, and should publicize these evaluations among all state and local
jurisdictions so that each can decide the arrangement best suited for itself. Consideration
should also be given to the creation of a federal citizens' grievance agency to act on complaints
against federal employees and departments. The federal agency could also serve as an
experimental model for similar agencies in the cities.

We have supported this recommendation upon evidence that the poor experience special
frustrations in their relationships with the government and that these frustrations breed
disrespect for law. To undergird that support we add the obvious notation that the poor are
not the only ones who feel that government is unresponsive to their needs. The alienation of
"the forgotten American," living above the poverty line but below affluence, is also genuine
and a matter for compassionate concern.

Law-abiding, patriotic, a firm believer in traditional American values, "the forgotten
American" is angered and distrustful about the same institutions of government-except forthe police-that alienate the poor. Some extremists prey upon his frustration and alienation bypromising simplistic solutions and pointing at scapegoats-usually Negroes. The festering andsometimes violent antagonisms between lower-middle-class whites and poor blacks have theirironic side, for the two groups share many needs: better jobs, better schools, better police
protection, better recreation facilities, better public services. Together they could accomplish
more than they can apart. Citizens' grievance agencies could provide a modest but important
start toward the reconciliation of antagonisms and the restoration of respect for theinstitutions of government among all citizens.

While we strongly urge innovative devices such as citizens' grievance agencies, we mustnot ignore the strengthening of such time-honored mechanisms of popular government as theright and the duty to vote. Extension and vigorous enforcement of the 1965 Voting RightsAct, and intensified efforts to persuade all qualified citizens to vote, remain the most directmethod for citizens to shape the quality and direction of their government. Equally importantas creating new citizens' grievance agencies is the continuing effort to develop more effectivevoter education and registration programs.

III.

Our society has commissioned its police to patrol the streets, prevent crime, and arrestsuspected criminals. It has established courts to conduct trials of accused offenders andsentence those who are found guilty. It has created a correctional process consisting of prisonsto punish convicted persons and programs to rehabilitate and supervise them so that they canbecome useful citizens. It is commonly assumed that these three components-law enforce-ment (police, sheriffs, marshals), the judicial process (judges, prosecutors, defense lawyers) andcorrections (prison officials, probation and parole officers)-add up to a "system" of criminaljustice.

6
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A system implies some unity of purpose and organized interrelationship among component

parts. In the typical American city and state, and under federal jurisdiction as well, no such

relationship exists. There is, instead, a reasonably well-defined criminal process, a continuum

through which each accused offender may pass: from the hands of the police, to the

jurisdiction of the courts, behind the walls of a prison, then back onto the street. The

inefficiency, fall-out and failure of purpose during this process is notorious.
According to the 1967 report of the President's Crime Commission, half of all major crimes

are never reported to the police.3 Of those which are, fewer than one-quarter are "cleared" by

arrest. Nearly half of these arrests result in the dismissal of charges. Of the balance, well over

90 percent are resolved by a plea of guilty. The proportion of cases which actually go to trial is

thus very small, representing less than one percent of all crimes committed. About one quarter

of those convicted are confined in penal institutions; the balance are released under probation

supervision. Nearly everyone who goes to prison is eventually released, often under parole

supervision. Between one-half and two-thirds of all those released are sooner or later arrested

and convicted again, thereby joining the population of repeater criminals we call recidivists.

Nearly every official and agency participating in the criminal process is frustrated by some

aspect of its ineffectiveness, its unfairness or both. At the same time, nearly every participant

group itself is the target of criticism by others in the process.

Upon reflection, this is not surprising. Each participant sees the commission of crime and

the procedures of justice from a different perspective. His daily experience and his set of values

as to what effectiveness and fairness require are therefore likely to be different. As a result, the

mission and priorities of a system of criminal justice are defined differently by a policeman, a

prosecutor, a defense attorney, a trial judge, a correctional administrator, an appellate tribunal,

a slum dweller and a resident of the suburbs.
For example: The police see crime in the raw. They are exposed firsthand to the agony of

victims, the danger of streets, the violence of lawbreakers. A major task of the police officer is

to track down and arrest persons who have committed serious crimes. It is discouraging indeed

for such an officer to see courts promptly release defendants on bail and permit them to

remain free for extended periods before trial, or prosecutors reduce charges in order to induce

pleas of guilty to lesser offenses, or judges exclude incriminating evidence, or parole officers

accept supervision of released prisoners but check on them only a few minutes each month.

Yet the police themselves are often seen by others as contributing to the failure of the

system. They are charged with ineptness, discourtesy, dishonesty, brutality, sleeping on duty,

illegal searches. They are attacked by large segments of the community as being insensitive to

the feelings and needs of the citizens they are employed to serve.

Trial judges tend to see crime from a more objective position. They see facts in dispute and

two sides to each issue. They may sit long hours on the bench in an effort to adjudicate cases

with dignity and dispatch, only to find counsel unprepared, or weak cases presented, or

witnesses missing, or warrants unserved, or bail restrictions unenforced, or occasional juries

bringing in arbitrary verdicts. They find sentencing to be the most difficult of their tasks, yet

presentence information is scanty and dispositional alternatives are all too often thwarted by

the unavailability of adequate facilities.

3See "The Challenge of Crime In a Free Society," pp. 20-22 (U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington: 1967).

Major crimes are homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny over $50 and motor vehicle

theft.
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Yet criminal courts themselves are often poorly managed and severely criticized. They areseriously backlogged; in many of our major cities the average delay between arrest and trial isclose to a year. All too many judges are perceived as being inconsiderate of waiting parties,police officers and citizen witnesses. Too often lower criminal courts tend to be operated morelike turnstiles than tribunals. In some jurisdictions, many able jurists complain that some oftheir most senior colleagues refuse to consider or adopt new administrative and managerial
systems which could improve significantly the quality of justice and the efficiency of the court
and which would also shorten the time from arrest to trial.

Corrections officials enter the crime picture long after the offense and deal only withconvicted persons. Their job is to maintain secure custody and design programs which prepare
individual prisoners for a successful return to society. They are discouraged when they
encounter convicted persons whose sentences are either inadequate or excessive. They are
frustrated by legislatures which curtail the flexibility of sentences and which fail to
appropriate necessary funds. They are dismayed at police officers who harass parolees, or at a
community which fails to provide jobs or halfway houses for ex-offenders.

Yet, with a few significant exceptions, the prisons and correctional facilities operate in
isolation and reject public scrutiny. Programs of rehabilitatio arecshallow and dominated by
greater concern for punishment and custody than for correction. Prison inmate work
assignments usually bear little relationship to employment opportunities outside. Internal
supervision is often inadequate, and placed in the hands of inmates. Thus correctional
administrators are often said to be presiding over schools in crime.

While speaking of prisons, it should be noted that jails-instit. on for detaining accused
persons before and during trial and for short misdemeanor sentences-are often the most
appalling shame in the criminal justice system. Many are notoriously ill-managed and poorly
staffed. Scandalous conditions have been repeatedly reported in jails inmajor metropolitan
areas. Even more than the prisons, the jails have been indicted as crime breeding institutions.
Cities are full of people who have been arrested but not convicted, and who nevertheless serve
time in facilities worse, in terms of overcrowding and deterioration, than the prisons to which
convicted offenders are sentenced. Accused first offenders are mixed indiscriminately with
hardened recidivists. In most cases, the opportunities for recreation, job training or treatment
of a nonpunitive character are almost nil. These deficiencies of jails might be less significant if
arrested persons were detained for only a day or two, but many unable to post bail or meet
other conditions of release are held in jail for many months because the other components of
the legal system do not provide for speedy trials.

In the mosaic of discontent which pervades the criminal process,institutions, bound together with private persons in the cause of reducing crime, eachsees his
own special mission being undercut by the cross-purposes, frailties or malfunctions of others.
As they find their places along the spectrum between the intense concern with victims at one
end, and total preoccupation with reformingbconvicted lawbreakers at the other, so do they
find their daily perceptions of justice varying or in conflict.

These conflicts in turn are intensified by the fact that each tmost cities is overloaded and undermanned, and most of its pofthe undap in
inadequately trained. Too little attention has been paid to the Crime Commissionefinding
that the entire criminal justice system-federal, state and local, including all police, all courtsand all corrections-is underfinanced, receiving less than two percent of all government
expenditures. On this entire system, we spend less each year than we do on federal agricultural
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programs and little more than we do on the space program.
Under such circumstances it is hardlysuprsingeto d ofen mostectile amalgamaton of

functioning "system" of criminal justice but a fragmented and soften stle amlgarmainofh
criminal justice agencies. Obvious mechanisms for introducingso officials hardly ever confer on

system are not utilized. Judges, police administrators and prison iis ar ever ar on

common problems. Sentencing institutes and familiarization prison visitseforttjudges are the
exception rather than the rule. Usually neither prosecutors nor defense attorneys receive

training in corrections upon which to base intelligent sentencing recommendations.

Nearly every part of the criminal process is run with public funds by persons employed as

officers of justice to serve the same community. Yet every agency in the criminal process in a

sense competes with every other in the quest for intertwined Isolation antagonism whe
than mutual support tends to characterizeferes their interindc tion s.f nravatesn t.
cooperative efforts develop, the press usually features the friction, and often aggraae t

One might expect the field to be flooded with systems analysts, management consultants

and pubicly-imposed measures of organiztion and administration in order to introduce order

and ublclyimpsedmeaure oforgaiza It s nt. reognzedprofession of criminal

and coordination into this criminal justice chaos.

justice system administrators does not exist today.saeas oryru.Freape or
In fact, most of the criminal justice subsystems are also poorly run.fessionamls, co rt

administrators are rare, and court management by trained professionals aong at is

taking hold very slowly. The bail "system," which shoue d involve neutral bail agencies least
a half dozen agencies, is presided over by no one. Few citi theiresrhavelneutraltbailtagenc
furnish bail-setting magistrates with reliable background aty ties and factors other than the
bail recommendations prosecutors usually ignore communse ties nfrertly e
criminal charge and the accused's criminal record. Defense lawyers Deently epore
nonmonetary release conditions in cases myvg 1macunios corts atntin repoe on
persons held long periods in jail prior to trial re rarelyactedoand forts, ad bail reviewbond for
detainees is seldom requested. Enforcement of bail restrictions
bail-jumpers are unusual. Bail bondsmen go unregulated. 4

Effective police administration is hard to find. The great majority of police agencies are
headed by chiefs who started as patrolmen and whose training in modern management
techniques, finance, personnel, communications and community relations is limited. Lateral
entry of police administrators from other departments or outside sources such as military
veterans is usually prohibited by antiquated Civil Service concepts.

Apart from lack of leadership, the process of crime control in most cities lacks any central
collection and analysis of criminal justice information. It has no focal point for formulating a

. -.. A. .F nr h il

4 The Report of the Cor
system and recent pro
judgment of the court
bail while awaiting tri
approving the Reportc
Justice that "because
future criminality and
While there is a very
interest would be beti
itrswolbeetadditional burden ofa
that even at present sc

)mmissiol's Task Force on Law and Law Enforcement contains a stuo nil

posals for "preventive detention" of personstarrested for serious crimes who, in the

on a preliminary hearing, are deemed likely to commit a serious crime if released on

oal. The Commission agrees with the conclusion of the American Bar Association in

of the Special Committee on Minimum Standards for the Administration of Criminal

of the dsica effecte of prevniveudetention, the difficulties inherent in predicting
of the drastic effects of preenive preventive detention should not be adopted.
the unresolved constitutional issues,al activity by released persons awaiting trial, this

er served by reforming the criminal justice system to expedite trials than by adding the
a preliminary trial to predict the e syof future criminality. (It should be noted

me crimes, such as firdegree murder, are not bailable.)
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cohesive crime budget based on system needs rather than individual agency requests. It has nomechanism for planning, initiating or evaluating systemwide programs, or for setting priorities
It has no specialized staff to keep the mayor or other head of government regularly informed
of the problems and progress of public safety and justice. Crime receives high-level attention
only as a short-term reaction to crisis.

Nor does the criminal justice process function in coordination with the more affirmativesocial programs for improving individual lives. For example, a major goal of an offender's
contact with the criminal process is said to be corrective-rehabilitation followed by
reintegration into the community, with enhanced respect for law. Yet the opposite is often
true: the typical prison experience is degrading, conviction records create a lasting stigma,
decent job opportunities upon release are rare, voting rights are abridged, military service
options are curtailed, family life disruptions are likely to be serious, and the outlook of most
ex-convicts is bleak. The hope of the community that released offenders have been
"corrected" is defeated by outdated laws and community responses.

Experienced judges have resorted increasingly in recent years to various forms of
post-conviction probation. They have done so after weighing the possibilities for rehabilitation
if the offender is so released against the usually disastrous prognosis which would accompany
his incarceration. It is a painful choice, little understood by the public. But the decision to
seek correction of an offender in the community reflects not a compassionate attitudetowards
law-breakers, but a hardheaded recognition, based on data, that long term public safety has a
better chance of being protected thereby.

The bleak picture of criminal justicewe have painted is not without its bright spots. Withinthe past few years, scattered about the country, innovations have been introduced, newleadership has emerged, modern facilities have appeared, and systems analysis has beenundertakereS The impact has to date been small, but hopes have been raised. States here andcities there have demonstrated that something can be done to improve crime control withjustice. The question is whether these incidents will initiate a national trend or will disappear
as isolated sparks doused by the rain.

IV.
The administration of criminal justice is primarily a state and local responsibility. The grave

deficiencies we have noted reflect the fact that our states and cities lack both the resources to
make a substantial investment in physical improvements, personnel, and research, and the
manageme techniques to operate the system efficiently. Acting on the findings and
recommendations of the Crime Commission the federal government in recent years has sought

to make additional resources available.
In the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, the Congress created the Law5 For example, the new Federal Judicial Center under the leadership of retired Supreme Court Justice TomClark has initiated several innovative administrative and managerial projects which offer great promise forreduction of court backlogs and the shortening of time periods to trial. It is reported that one project in theU.S. District Court tor the District of Columbia resulted in the judges reducing the criminal docket in a

recent twohweek period more than they had in the entire prior year. Another example of important work
being done is the courses of instruction for District Attorneys being given by the National College of District
Attorneys.

10

Enforcement Assistance Administration, for the purpose of making grants for law enforcement

planning and operation to the states, and its subsidiary, the National Institute of Law

Enforcement and Criminal Justice, to encourage research and developmenuthorized the Department Health,

enforcement. In, and Welfare to carry on comparable activities in the field of juvenile delinquency

and youth opportunity. Both of these programs, however, have only a m illiof

funding; fiscal 1970 appropriation requests for lwol enfoceae are lesns anpend illion-a

sum which, together with matching state funs woumldincrsbein eueo the nainyoxpniuhi
that field by less than 10 percent. About $15

programs.abuthinraeraeocrm anaotte

This nation is justifiably concerned abouttthe increasedte of criminal justeboutthe

conditions that give rise to crime, including our inadequa y

In this Commissio'sjdm n should give concrete expression to our concern

about crime by a solemn itment to double our investment m the

administration of justice and the prevention of crime, as rapidly as such an
investment can be wisely planned and utilized.ditional

When the doubling point is reached, this investment would cost the national and le

billion dollars per year-less than three-quarters of o e of stioal inc15% of what

than two percent of its tax revenues. Our total expenditure would still "beestablishan 1 e at

we spend on our armed forces. Surely this is a modest price to pay t etbihjsie n

insure domestic tranquility" in this complex and volatile age.tgovernmentw have
Given the realities of state and local financial resourceidingfmostaofgtherrequiredlfunds

to take the lead in making this commitment, an in ding mostathe re feds

under the matching grant formulas already containedin the 1968 statutes. The federal

commitment should be made in a manner that illyconvince the states, i sand that they can

that they can rely on the seriousness and contmu of the federakin ay be curtailed

invest matching funds of their own without fear that the federal portion may

midway in the program.

Congress has available a variety of tested methods for making meaningful long-term commit-

ments along these lines. These include:

(a) Amending ndothe 1968psrtment of Health, Education, and Welfare to enter into

Administrationtand the sate and local agencies, committing the federal govern-

long-term contracts wi th a vital and operating costs of specified projects over a

period of up to 10 years. Actual disbursements would be subject to annual

appropriation measures.thisuneofdragaatesf

(b) Amending the 1968 statutes to authorize the is tonceovercapital costs of the

long-term bonds issued by state and ing agencies o e capipmet (e

construction of new facilities and obtaining major items ofuneequiment (e.g.,
communications systems), with an underlying contract under which annual

contributions in a predetermined amount would be made by the federal government

toward payment of interest and amortization of principal on the bonds. Actual

expenditures would be subject to annual appropriation measures, but the credit of

the United States would standbehind the bonds. The Public Housing program is

financed in this manner.
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(c) Multi-year appropriation measures, such as those that have been made for ur-
ban renewal, federal construction projects, defense contracting and similar purposes.

Money alone will not secure crime reduction, however. Wealthy states and localities which
have limited their activity merely to expending more funds have become no more noticeably
crime-free than jurisdictions which have not. Similarly, a substantial portion of the Crime
Commission's proposals in 1967 are remarkably similar to those urged by the Wickersham
Commission established by President Hoover 37 years earlier-yet despite that Commission's
equally impressive documentation, conservatism and presidential prestige, little follow-through
occurred. Experience with crime commissions at the state and local levels shows similar results.

This pattern suggests the existence of substantial built-in obstacles to change. It suggests
that unless much more attention is given to the inability and unwillingness of present crime
control systems to effectuate reform, new money may go down old drains. Vexing problems of
politics, organization and leadership underlie the maintenance of the status quo and need to be
faced directly.

In the search for more effective ways of carrying out crime commission recommendations,
we have noted two promising but comparatively untried strategies based on recent experiments
on the frontiers of criminal justice; these are:

(1) a program to coordinate criminal justice and related agencies more effec-
tively by establishing central criminal justice offices in major metropolitan areas;
and

(2) a program to develop private citizen participation as an integral operating
component, rather than a conversational adjunct, of criminal reform.

The two innovations complement one another; the success of citizen participation will in many
ways be dependent on the establishment of a central criminal justice office, and vice versa.

The Criminal Justice Office

The pervasive fragmentation of police, court and correctional agencies suggests that some
catalyst is needed to bring them together. An assumption that parallel and overlapping publicagencies will cooperate efficiently can no longer suffice as a substitute for deliberate action tomake it happen in real life.

Periodic crime commissions--which study these agencies, file reports and then disappear-arevaluable, but they are much too transient and non-operational for this coordinating role. A lawenforcement council-consisting of chief judges and agency heads who meet periodically-isusually little more than another committee of overcommitted officials.A full-time criminal justice office is basic to the formation of a criminal justice system. Itsoptimum form, i.e., line or staff, and its location in the bureaucracy, need to be developedthrough experimentation.
The function could be vested in a criminal justice assistant to the mayor or countyexecutive, with staff relationships to executive agencies, and liaison with the courts and thecommunity Alternatively, it could operate as a ministry of justice and be given line authorityunder the direction of a high ranking official of local government (e.g., Director of PublicSafety or Criminal Justice Administrator), to whom local police, prosecutor, defender andcorrectional agencies would be responsive. (Special kinds of administrative ties to the courtswould be evolved to avoid undermining the essential independence of the judiciary.) A thirdalternative might take the form of a well-staffed secretariat to a council composed of heads of

v "0
public agencies, courts and private interests concerned with crime. To avoid the ineffectiveness

of committees, however, either the chairman of the council or its executive director would

have to be given a good measure of operating authority.
Whatever its form, the basic purposes of the criminal justice office would be to do

continuing planning, to assure effective processing of cases, and to develop better functioning

relationships among the criminal justice subsystems and with public and private agencies

outside the criminal justice system. For example:
" It would develop a system of budgeting for crime control which takes account of the

interrelated needs and imbalances among individual agencies and jurisdictions.

" It would initiate a criminal justice information system which would include not simply

crime reports (as is typical today), but arrests, reduction of charges, convictions, sentences,

recidivism, court backlogs, detention populations, crime prevention measures, and other data

essential to an informed process.

" It would perform or sponsor systems analyses and periodic evaluations of agency

programs, and encourage innovations and pilot projects which might not otherwise have a

chance in a tradition-oriented system.
" It would perform a mediating and liaison role in respect to the many functions of the

criminal process involving more than one element of the system, e.g., to develop programs for

the reduction of police waiting time in court, to improve pretrial release information and

control, to enlist prosecutors and defense attorneys in cooperative efforts to expedite trials, to

bring correctional inputs to bear on initial decisions whether to prosecute, to improve relations

between criminal justice agencies and the community.
" It would also perform the vital but neglected function of coordinating the criminal

justice agencies with programs and organizations devoted to improving individual lives-e.g.,

hospitals, mental health organizations, welfare and vocational rehabilitation agencies, youth

organizations and other public and private groups.
" It would develop minimum standards of performance, new incentives and exchange

programs for police, court attaches and correctional personnel.

The comprehensive grasp of the system by an experienced criminal justice staff would

facilitate informed executive, judicial and legislative judgments on priorities. It would help

decide, for example, whether the new budget should cover:

" A modern diagnostic and detention center to replace the jail, or an increase of

comparable cost in the size of the police force;

" Additional judges and prosecutors, or a prior management survey of the courts;

" A computerized information system or a new facility for juveniles;

" New courtrooms or new halfway houses.

For a full-time well-staffed criminal justice office to be successful, it must achieve a

balanced perspective within its own ranks on the problems of public safety and justice.

Practical experience in law enforcement, in the protection of individual rights, and in the

efficiency and effectiveness of programs must be represented, as must the interests of the

community. Such representation can be provided through an advisory board to the criminal

justice office and through involvement of relevant persons in task force efforts to attack

particular problems. Broadbased support of the office is quite important.

The transition from today's condition to a well-run system will not be easy. Especially

troublesome is the fact that the criminal justice process does not operate within neat political

r.
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boundaries. Police departments are usually part of the city government; but county and statepolice and sheriffs usually operate in the same or adjacent areas. Judges are sometimesappointed, sometimes elected, and different courts are answerable to local, county and stateconstituencies. Correctional functions are a conglomerate of local and county jails, and countyand state prisons. Prosecutors may be appointed or elected from all three levels of governmentDefense lawyers usually come from the private sector but are increasingly being augmented bypublic defender agencies. Probation systems are sometimes administered by the courts,sometimes by an executive agency.
If this confusing pattern makes the creation, location, staffing and political viability of acriminal justice office difficult, it also symbolizes why little semblance of a system exists todayand why criminal justice offices are so badly needed in our major metropolitan areas.

To encourage the development of criminal justice offices, we recommend that theLau' Enforcement Assistance A administration and the state planning agencies createdpursuant to the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act take the lead ininitiating plans for the creation and staffing of offices of criminal justice in thenation's major metropolitan areas.

The creation of criminal justice offices will require the active participation and cooperation ofall the various agencies in the criminal justice process and of officials at many levels of stateand local government. Helpful insights in establishing the first such offices may be derivedfrom the experience of some of the state law enforcement planning agencies (e.g.,Massachusetts) now making efforts in this direction, from the criminal justice coordinating roledeveloped by the Mayor's office in New York over the past two years, and from the experienceof the Office of Criminal Justice established in the Department of Justice in 1964.

Private Citizen Iuiolvemnent

Government programs for the control of crime will be most effective if informed privatecitizens, playing a variety of roles, participate in the prevention, detection and prosecution ofcrime, the fair administration of justice, and the restoration of offenders to the community.New citizen-based mechanisms are needed at the local and national levels to spearhead greaterparticipation by individuals and groups.
In recenttyears, an increasing number of citizen volunteer programs have become allied withone or another phase of the criminal justice process. These are in addition to long-standingefforts of organization like the Big Brother movement and Boys' Clubs. Remarkable havebeen certain programs utilizing citizen volunteers for probation supervision and guidance ofjuvenile and misdemeaat offenders

Perhaps the most successful of private organizations in attacking the broad range of crimecontrol problems through a public-private partnership is New York City's Vera Institute of

S programs in this area include those outlined by the Project Misdemeant Foundation, Royal Oak,Michigan, and the Juvenile Court of Boulder, Colorado.

Justice.7 Its unique role in cooperation with the mayor's office, the police, the courts, and the

correctional system has developed over eight years. Its nonbureaucratic approach has

permitted it to test new programs, through experiments and pilot projects, in a way no public

agency would likely find successful. Its core funding is entirely private; its individual project
financing comes from federal, state, and private sources.

Vera has achieved a number of concrete successes. Its Manhattan Bail Project resulted in bail

reforms so successful in New York City that they became the basis of the federal Bail Reform

Act of 1966. Its summons project proved the practicability of permitting the police to issue

station house citations for minor offenses, sparing both police and citizens the time-consuming

process of arraignment and similar pre-trial court procedures.
There are a number of reasons why private organizations such as Vera can be successful

where a public agency cannot. Because municipal agencies are chronically understaffed and

underfinanced, they are unable to divert resources for experimental purposes except in the

most limited manner. Private organizations do not pose threats to existing agencies and carry
no residue of past misunderstandings. They can intercede with a city's power structure without

being bound by chains of command. They can test programs through a pilot project carried
out on a small scale, which can be easily dismantled if it proves unsuccessful. If it proves
effective, it can be taken over as a permanent operation by the public agency and the private

group can move on to a new area.
In the broader field of improving urban society, citizens' organizations have launched

programs in a number of major cities to stimulate both public and private efforts to improve
housing, schools, and job opportunities for the urban poor, to identify and treat the juvenile
offender, and to improve relations between the police and the residents of the inner city.8

These efforts are of vital importance, because improvements in the criminal justice machinery,
isolated from improvements in the quality of life, e.g., education, housing, employment,
health, environment, will merely return convicted offenders to the hopelessness from which
they came.

The successes of such groups have demonstrated that public institutions are receptive to
changes proposed by private organizations. Organizations such as these should receive
maximum encouragement and every effort should be made to extend their influence on the
broadest scale. Of particular importance is the potential supporting role which private groups
can have in relation to the new offices of criminal justice we have recommended.

We urge the creation and continued support-including private and public
funding-of private citizens' organizations to work as counterparts of the proposed
offices of criminal justice in every major city in the nation.

7The Vera Institute was founded in 1961 by industrialist Louis Schweitzer and named for his mother. Until
1966, it was funded entirely by the Schweitzer family. In 1966, in order to expand and start special projects,
Vera was given a 5-year grant from the Ford Foundation, and since then it has also received other federal,
state and private grants earmarked for special projects. Herbert Sturz has been the Director of the Institute
since 1961.

8 Among the leading national organizations working in these fields are the League of Women Voters, the
Urban League, the American Friends Service Committee, the National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, the Urban Coalition, and the Legal Defense Fund of the
N.A.A.C.P.
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A catalyst is needed at the national level to help in the formation of such local citizen

groups.

We therefore recommend that the President call upon leading private citizens to
create a National Citizens Justice Center.

A similar presidential initiative led to the formation in 1963 of the Lawyers Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law, a private group which has enlisted the organized Bar in the effort to
make civil rights into a working reality.

The membership of the Center could be drawn from many sources, such as the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, the American Bar Association, and the members, staffs
and consultants of the four federal commissions which have recently studied the problems of
crime, violence and social disorder-the President's Commission on Crime in the District of
Columbia, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice,
the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, and this Commission.

The Center would supplement rather than duplicate the promising and important work of
existing private entities. Following the successful precedent of Vera, the Center would
concentrate on the various aspects of the criminal justice system, from crime prevention and
arrest to trial and correction, including the specialized treatment of actual and potential
juvenile offenders. We would expect it to receive financial support from foundations, business
and labor sources, as well as from the legal profession.

The Center would help to form and support local private counterparts of Vera in our major
urban areas, to work alongside local governmental agencies on specific operating and
administrative problems. It would act as a clearing house for transmitting news of successful
innovative procedures developed in one city to the attention of agencies faced with similar
problems in another. It would cross-fertilize new approaches, and provide continuing public
education about the complexity of crime prevention and the treatment of offenders. It would
offer workable answers to the persistent citizen question-what can I do to help? Not least
important, it might lessen the future need for ad hoc Presidential commissions in this field, by
assuring greater use of the findings and recommendations of the many commissions that have
gone before.

V.

The levels of funding and the various public and private mechanisms we have suggested
could go a long way toward organizing our criminal justice agencies into an effective system;
our recommendations of additional legal services for the poor and new citizens' grievance
agencies could do much to strengthen respect for legal processes and for the institutions of
government.

The injection of federal funds into state crime control programs in 1968 was an important
step, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is doing a commendable job with
limited resources. Much more money must be provided, and must be injected into research,
development and pilot projects, if the outdated techniques of yesterday are to be converted
into an effective criminal justice system tomorrow.

16

0
Until more funds are committed, and until staffed organizations-public and private-are

developed to assure wise investment and monitoring of new funds, the control of violent crime
will be a campaign fought with bold words and symbolic gestures, but no real hope of success.
The mobilization of private and public resources toward an ordered society-one in which the
rights of all citizens to life, to liberty, to the pursuit of happiness are safeguarded by our
governing institutions-deserves a high priority for the decade of the 1970's.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS HINGTON

October 29, 1969

Dear Mr. Campbell:

John Ehrlichman has asked me to thank you for

the copies of the Commission's statements an

"Violence and Law Enoceet and on

"Assassination"

These statements will receive our most careful

attention and review.

Since rely,

Tod R. Hullin
Administrative As sistant to

John D. Ehrlichman

Mr. James S. Campbell
General Counsel

National Commission on the

Causes and Prevention of Violence

726 Jackson Place, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20506
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October 28, 1969

Honorable John N. Mitchell
Attorney General
Department of Justice
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

Today the Commission has forwarded to the White House
the enclosed statement on "Violence and Law Enforcement,"
which Dr. Eisenhower will issue this Friday for use in
the Sunday papers.

At the direction of our Executive Director, Lloyd N.
Cutler, I am transmitting to you and to Mr. Rogovin a
copy of this statement. Mr. Cutler will be available to
discuss it with you or with Mr. Rogovin at any time on
or after this Thursday, should you so desire.

Very truly yours,

James S. Campbell
General Counsel

cc: Honorable Charles H. Rogovin



October 28, 1969

MMORANDUM _FOR THE JiONORABLE JOHN D.EHRLICHN

At the Chairman's request, I am transmitting
herewith for your information copies of the Commission's
forthcoming statements on "Violence and Law Enforcement"
and on -Assassination."~

Dr. Eisenhower plans to release these two statementsat a press conference on Friday, October 31: the LawEnforcement statement will be for use in the Sundaypapers, and the Assassination statement will be f'or usein the Monday papers.

I'

An advance copy of' the statement on "Violence andLaw Enforcement" is also being sent to the Attorney Generaland to the Director of' the Law Enf'orcemnent Assistance
Administration.

James S. Campbell
General Counsel

cc: Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan
Honorable Henry C. Cashen II



Freed's insert paragraph for page 23 of "Order and Justice

in America" (to be inserted just before paragraph

which begins, "Such, then, etc.)

The bleak picture of criminal justice we have painted

is not without its bright spots. Within the past few years,

scattered about the country, innovations have been intro-

duced, new leadership has emerged, modern facilities have

appeared, and systems analysis has been undertaken. The

impact has to date been small, but hopes have been raised.

States here and cities there have demonstrated that some-

thing can be done to improve crime control with justice.

The question is whether these incidents will initiate

a national trend or will disappear as isolated sparks

doused by the rain.

(JSC: Insertion of the above paragraph will require
a change in the next. Freed said you are aware-
of this.)

Insert sentence for page 28. (to be inserted in first.
full paragraph right before sentence beginning "Vexing
problems of politics, etc.)

It suggests that improvements in the criminal justice

machinery, isolated from improvements in the quality of life,

e.g., education, housing, employment, health, environment,

will simply return convicted offenders to the hopelessness

from which they came.
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October 17, 1969

ORDER AND JUSTICE IN AMERICA

Rider for page 4

[Insert after second full paragraph]

Respect for law is also threatened by some types of

c ivil disobedience, notably the activities of normally

law-abiding citizens, regrettably including even some

public officials and policemen as well as students and

other young persons in deliberately violating duly enacted,

constitutionally valid laws. Moreover, those who violate

such laws often claim they should not be punished because

in their view the law or policy they are protesting

against is unjust or immoral. Civil disobedience is

an important and complex subject, and we shall examine

the dangers to society of deliberate law-breaking as a political

tactic in our subsequent statement on Protest and Violence.
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- October 17, 1969

ORDER AND JUSTICE IN AMERICA

Rider for page 4 -

- [Insert after R'o-oseve t-Quot-a:tioena

ir.at..,.---i-s threatened by ,some types of civil dis-

obedience, notably the Nebu-sa.1/of normally law-abiding
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citizens regrettably including even some Goveno-rs-eof-our
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Rider to replace second paragraph on page 18. (Footnoteto be eliminated)

Yet, with a few significant exceptions, the prisons

I.I

and correctional facilities operate in isolation and reject

public scrutiny. Programs of rehabilitation are shallow

and dominated by greater concern for punishment and custody
than for correction. Prison inmate work assignments usually
bear little relationship to employment opportunities outside.

Internal supervision is often inadequate, and placed in the
hands of inmates . Thus correctional administrators are often

said to be presiding over schools in crime.

II

While speaking of prisons, it should be noted that jails -

institutions for detaining accused persons before and during
trial and for short sentences - are the most appalling shame
in the criminal justice system. They are notoriously ill-

managed and poorly staffed. Repeatedly scandalous conditions
have been reported in the jails in major metropolitan areas.
Even more than the prisons, the jails have been indicted as
crime breeding institutions . Cities are full of people who
have been arrested but not convicted, and who nevertheless

served time in facilities worse, in terms of overcrowding and
deterioration, than the prisons to which convicted offenders

are sentenced. Accused first offenders are mixed indiscriminately
with hardened recidivists. The opportunities for recreation,

job raining or treatment of a nonpunitive character are
hn almost nil.
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(Insert after second full paragraph on p. 4I)

We do not mean to infer that there are not other threats

to respect for law in our country. Respect for law is threatened

today by new variations of the concept of civil disobedience.

Many of our citizens, not only students and other young people

but also some public officials and civil servants, deliberately

violate duly enacted and constitutionally valid laws. Often

they claim they should not be punished because in their view

the law or policy they are protesting against is unjust or

immoral. This new tactic of confrontation, relying as it does

both on intentional disruption of the public order and on

discrediting both the law and those who execute the law, is EXX

essentially different from the traditional concept of civil

disobedience. Civil disobedience, in its many variations, is an

important and complex subject . In our statement on Protest and

Violence we shall examine this subject .
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October 8, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR LLOYD N. CUTLER

The last sentence of' the footnote on page 19a is
still unsubstantiated: Lynn Curtis iscchecking the UCR
statistics for confirmation.

Pages 29-40 contain changes throughout to reflect
the conversations I have had with Dan Freed and especially
Sheldon Krantz (they would both like to see this draft when
we get finished with it and, as I mentioned on the phone,
we might try to bring them in for the meeting).

Pages 8 to 8c reflect information supplied by
Frank Lloyd.

James S. Campbell
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DRAFT {

October 4, 1969

ORDER AND JUSTICE IN AMERICA

'--/\ S o 0

Order is tie prerequisite of society, tie mainstay

of civilized existence. We arise every workday with

unspoken expectations of order in our lives: that the

earth will still be spinning on its axis, that the office

or factory wrill be functioning as before, that the mail ,

will be delivered, that our friends will still be friends, I

that no one will -e-e-t us - or poison our food. VE

Our expectations are not always met. The technolog-

' ical creations on which modern life depends do not always

function with the predictability of the physical laws of

the universe. Human behavior is even less predictable.

To ensure reasonable predictability to human behavior, 
to

minimize disorder, and to promote justice 
in human rela-

tions, societies establish rules of 
conduct for their

members . Among social -iristituti s cr t "d t h"

promu--gate and enforce ustice an order h a .r

of men are f mily --s hools chu. he1s -leg-i-la res;- codes

of-14% nrienurts.

In a ar earlier day--and still, to some extent, in

small and traditional societies--the 
rules of conduct had

only to be passed from one generation to 
the next by

teaching and example. Universal acceptance and long

tradition gave force to the rules, as did the knowledge

I-I-I-



that rul

tightly

that the

Still, e

members.

complica

order.

In modern societies many of the rules of social

conduct have come to be codified as laws. The intricacies

of life in the twentieth century require laws. The act of

driving an automobile from one place to another requires a

bookful of regulations concerning speed, traffic lanes,

signals, safety devices of the vehicle, and the skill of

the driver . g fy..s-mus.-,--

-y-w- p. .- --clawrs . ther realms of

social interaction also require legal regulation for the

sake of justice, safety, and preservation of the social

order.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -_-__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _____ __ _ _ _
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e-breakcers could be quickly identified by the

knit community, that culprits had nowhere to run,

community would ostracize them for their misdeeds.

very society in history has produced deviant

And as societies have grown larger and more

ted, so have the problems of maintaining the social
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e-A-e-res-.If utopian conditions prevailed - if all

citizens shared a deep commitment to the same set of moral

values, if all parents instilled these values in their

children and kept close watch over them until adulthood,

if all lived in stable and friendly neighborhoods where

deviants would face community disapproval -- then perhaps

we would seldom need recourse to the negative sanctions of

the~law. But these are not the conditions of~ii~pn

pluralistic society, and the law is needed to reinforce what?

the other institutions for social control can only do

imperfectly.

This function, of the law requires that it be backed
.- \

by coerciv~e pove '~gentsof thTe legitimate authority

mus _____________to deter lawbreaking and

I apprehend lawbre kersA the laws must FFM9

sanctions/against wrongdoers./

\ -P\;9 ____

,_______
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acknowledge thsebai

truths is notj to argue in favor of oppressive conduct by

police or retributive treatment of offenders

in o e-ha-u-onNt-t-a fallen-short orr-bo h-

effectiveness is not to argue that law enforcement must be

totalQ The surveillance that would be required to deal <
swiftly with every offense, major a ciminor, woul be[

i~ i

astronomically costly a 'an insufferable Yntrus~ion upon

\ F.s ch:. j 4

te -

1

L -_ _

o ___ T cnoildetee ai ;

truths is_ notoagenfvo__oprsivodutb

VA . .i.~

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



Devotion to the principle of law is one of the great

strengths of the American society, a source of the nation's

greatness. As Theodore Roosevelt remarked, "No nation '

ever yet retained its freedom for any length of time after '

losing its respect for the law, after losing the law-abiding

spirit, the spirit that really makes orderly liberty ."
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The American system of government has been one of the
most successful in modern history; only Great Britain has
a longer record of continuity in its political institutions

But despite the _____*_ reservoir of trust and deferencetoward his o~m,1 t government which has abeen
of our democracy, there has always been in our history a con-
peting at ~ttl

oini i

-

I F_ _ I

American d governments as humanly created insti--F tutios to srve huand ed.The principles to which Americans / F

climst allegiance wer stedin the Declaration of Independence
- first, t e pups of ti democratic government is to secure
the rights of life, and the pursuit of happiness for

all citizens; second, that the powers of government are derived

'

-ora-y, governments in the United States a m
local, state, and federal -- mustobe responsive to the -o "

&Moneeds of citizens if they arec to command their continuing

espect and if their lmaws e to be obeyed s laws

' I -

f F.
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u ires respect for the institut ions that make laws/

~11

cary hm out. Where respect for those nstitution is

t a

lacking, asi ppears to be in many segmentF of ,American
Society, it i dangerously myopic tofocu onAclnn

respect for the lwf when a deeper/disenchanthent with

/i

governmental institutons themselves is at ,ork.

It is equally myopisc to focus all thd blame for crime

and lawlessness upon the istiftuitions of government. Other

public disrespect/for the law ecm nd-
th ab oraniedcrime

-- a-mu sustained by
eives not only

by extortion from lawful buiness d labor activities, but

also by providing ilalsr csttagenumbers of

ordinary citizens kn wing of ilaifyare nevertheless

ready to buy.

~---Disenchantment with governmental uton.s-m t

prevalent among those who have gained the least from the social

orderA These are most often the poor, especially-the urban

po~or, who are usually also the Negro poor. That crime rates are

. among groups that have had a-t-se1 voice in government

~i

adckig, asitaean t soci order senmere o eincdnce.

- --- 1--

socety it s dngeousy mypicto focs ^o del~ini1

respct or he l, r ncn ade per,, disechatmeL- ith 1

andva-nme.--ntak iniuo the cil er is no meivre onidne



p~o n part h*"Tr violence is a response to fustr tion --

Cr

the frustrationi.of being continually-passed by; thefrs

tration of suffering'di scinfation, indignities, and

exploitation; the frystrationof finding the institutions of

government ungsefonive or inadequtGe.e degrading. V. olence

also o ffes a relatively easy path to moneyp p~er yta
'thd' poor gno--ba---thth-at--iaeef~r

A catalog of the features of American life that push

Y K.

the poor and the black /g alienation ualyemphasizes
the private sector: landlords who charge exorbitant rents for ~ .

substandard housing, the practice of "block-busting" that

feeds on racial antagonism to buy cheap and sell dear under

inequitable purchase contracts, merchants with unscrupulous

credit-buying schemes, employers and unions who discriminate

against minorities. But we need also to consider how the

institutions o>'overnment, often inadvertently, contribute

to the alienation.

There are few laws and few agencies to protect the

consumer from unscrupulous merchants. There are laws for the

protection of tenants defining what landlords must provide,

but housing inspection agencies have little power and are

understaffed; often they can act only in response to complaints

and seldom can they force immediate repairs no matter how

I i j,

E1

desperately needed. Welfare agencies, designed to help the

- '.
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poor, staffed for the most part by dedicated personnel,

operate under strictures that contribute to the degradation

*of the poor. As the President recently stated, our welfare

system "breaks up families, . . . perpetuates a vicious cycle

of dependency . . . [and] strips human beings of their

decency." ~y ~ibaily the welfare sse i udes int evey

I I'

aspec-t-o- e recipientsilives -- detem-1nff1hire they

ive and with whom, whet1heT~61 ldren ebt'-ne cohsfor
school, where-they go when-ty ge-sc t-h-asobe- ed

aptl -if longpn.oibaj n.
If welfare assistance is arbitrarily cut off, if a
ladodflagrantly ignores housing codes, if a merchant

demands payment under an unfair contract, the poor -- like

the'rich -- can go to court. Whether they find satisfaction there

is another matter. The dockets of the so-called people's

courts are overcrowded, and cases are handled in assembly-line

fashion, often by inexperienced or incompetent personnel.

Too frequently landlord-tenant courts and small claims courts

serve the poor less well than their creditors; they tend -

to enforce printed-form contracts, without careful examination

of the equity of the contracts or the good faith of the land-

lords and merchants who prepare them.

The poor are discouraged from initiating civil actionS

against their exnloiters. Litigation is expensive; so are

exprinted lawyer. Tedceso h ocle epes%

-, i-

1eoi 

m

personel.! 1
i 1

1,

Too reqentl ladlod-teantcouts ad sallclais curt

exprie ncd lecayes .rh -rpr -hm -



Private legal aid societies have long struggled to

provide legal assistance to the poor, but their resources

have been miniscule in comparison to the vast need for

tersrvie .'

Some of this 'is changing. The President has recently

proposed bold and urgently needed reforms in the welfare

system, designed to preserve family structures, sustain

personal dignity, eliminate unfairness and preserve

incentives to work. Private groups and new government

programs are beginning to respond to the legal needs of the

poor. In 1968 the Legal Services Program of the Office of

Economic Opportunity handled almost 800,000 cases for the

poor and won a majority of the trials and appeals. In test

cases the OEO lawyers won new standards of fair treatment

of the poor from welfare agencies, landlords, inspectors,-

urban renewal authorities, and others. But the 1,800 OEO

lawyers, together with 2,000 legal aid attorneys, are only

a meager beginning in the long-range task of assuring justice

for the p or. Many more OEO and legal aid attorneys are

neededA~he entire bar must also assume ~~~g share of the

responsibility, as many younger lawyers and leading law firms

are now beginning to do.

The institution of government that is the most constant

presence in the life of the poor is the police department .

Crime rates are high in the urban slums and ghettos, and the

77 -

5
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Apolice are needed continually. Thcy azo not l

p-reciatedthe; y are of'ten ihJ t-t..-al se,. ,'he police

carry not only the burden of the law but also the symbolic

burden of all government; it is regrettable, yet not

surprising, that the tensions and frustrations of the poor

come to focus on the police . Weth he-poe-r-a-r-atse-b-c-k

then the _p o .e-bear-t-eadd' Si fl-Tb- J:synrb41-z'ing ;-T-

,,1i rroald-of-athe-whri-teE's t;b~1ihieit:" The antagonism

is frequently mutual. .Racial prejudice in police departments

of major cities has been noted by reliable observers.

Prejudice compromises police performance. Policemen who

systematically ignore many crimes committed in the ghetto,

who handle ghetto citizens roughl , who abuse the rights

of, these citizens, rat iona-1-i -e-e-i-a-44n-s-b-y-s-a-y4ro,

"That'°-- e°-ay-mhey-trre-ae--each--emeh-'--or"That"!s-Ma-l1-~the-y

u e.r~a.anr...."-

-JIn a survey conducted by this Commission most white

Americans disagreed with the statement: "The police frequently

use more force than they need to when carrying out their

duties." But a majority of Negro respondents agreed with the

statement, as did a third of the lower-income people and

40 percent of the metropolitan city dwellers. In many of our

recent urban disturbances, the triggering event was an arrest

or other police encounter that appeared to bystanders as unfair.

1,
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Our laws ^f-f-ed civil and criminal. sanctions against

illegal police conduct, but these are rarely e p.e -.

The so-called exclusionary rule also has some deterrent

effect; it prevents use of illegally obtained evidence in
trials, but this does not affect unlawful searches and
seizures or other police activities that do not result in

arrest and trial.

A citizen can take his complaint of misconduct directly

to the police department. Every major police department

has formal machinery for handling citizen complaints and

for disciplining misbehaving officers. But for a v riety

of so e r largely

ds-tru e n me cities, forexamfflF, the°-pro

formalit-ies- age so ca lex that citizens ariscourage from
f ailing grievances. In abo half the departments, investI A. 1
nations are handled by the loca rit to which the accused

o ficer belongs, not by the cnral rtment where greater
impartialityy might be expected. In many partments there

are no formal hearips even to consider very erious charges

cities that do-have hearing procedures often con uct them

secretly sometimes without cross-examination pri 'leges

for e complainant, and sometimes with no disclosure -

-- -t-h-e---cmp1-axant or the" public --=o -Ti 1bard°'-f-i-nd-. -

K y
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ity, for example, the- puiishment.jfor "conduct offensive
fe-ptbtiei-s-t-he-s-ame-s-for-"une cfs dgIE i-eris::r

9Even if all the compromising practices were eliminated, t\JoJuMU\

it is doubtful whether internal review boards could engender

widespread trust - simply because they are internally

administered. In the four months that New York City had a

Civilian review board, more than twice as many complaints

were processed than during the preceding twelve months by the

police department's own board.

New York, Philadelphia, Washingto and Rochester are

eYview board composed primarily of civilians. A-1--e---Mese

= K i

experiments have f allen victim to political oppositio~'~~

vocally from the police themselves . The police argue} that

civilian review lowers police morale , undermines respect of

lower echelon officers for their superiors, and inhibits proper

police discretion by inducing fear of retaliatory action before

the board. The police also resentddI being singled out

* among all .local governmental officials for civilian review.

The resentment is understandable. The police are not

the only public servants who sometimes fall short of their

duties or overstep their powers, who act arbitrarily 2-8i4

unjstl. ti -. nd

unjutly.The grievances of the poor)ae nitbieran

/

ii )

C; ,-
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' sties-plyt nearly every governmental institution

they encounter. If an independent agency is to exist for

handling citizen grievances, it should be open to complaints

concerning every governmental office: the welfare agency,

the health department, the housing bureau, -aar the sanitation

department, as well as the police.

citizens' grievance agencies would be a useful innovatiorg

-t-, yesigteand where justified a support individual

complaints against public servants. They could also perform

a broader function - to recommend policy changes to governmental

institutions that will make them more responsive to public

neec s. By encouraging and goading governmental inst tutions

tog-ae eposvns es~ivlf age~ffies we-1-d

strengthen public respectfog~7rimst M-we-
strengthen the social order.

Both the Came Commission and the National -Advisory -

Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Commission) recommendedes~'j

that local jurisdictions establish adequate mechanisms for

processing citizen grievances about the conduct of public

-officials. That recommendation has not received the attention

or the responseit deserves. We-hrefoeuge-.at-te

To increase the responsiveness of local

governments to the needs and rights of their

ii

S *. z ~-
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ctizens, we recommend that the federal govern-

ment allocate seed money to a limited number of

state and local jurisdictions demonstrating an

interest in establishing & citizens~
f because of the novelty of

-this office in American government, the allocating

federal agency should encourage diversity in the

arrangements and powers of the grievance agency in

the experimenting states and cities, should provide

for continuing evaluation of the effectiveness of the

differing schemes, and should publicize these evalu-

ations among all state and local jurisdictions so that

each can decide the arrangement best suited for itself.

Consideration should also be given to the creation of

a federal citizens? grievance agency to act on com-

plaints against federal employees and departments,

which could also serve as an experimental model for

similar agencies in the cities.

l-1-e- i~r~rTy~of arrangments among

f, /

we, join the Ke rer Comm'ssion in ad -sin teach citiZens

/grievance agency meet the l --o g criteria: that it be '/

ndependent of exist agenc. s and politicaT'i-ea:.rence,t i I

. {

II
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We have supported this recommendation upon .evidence

that the poor experiencejfrustrations ad-isut±ces in

their relationsf-ips with government~ ~TU~urd-fi~d'hat

support we add the obvious notation that the poor are not

the only ones who find government unresponsive to their

ne e ds. an..partis.1a alre---m- -~rAeica

poepul9rain iving above the poverty line but below

"affluence, eaomet~o feeLaggrieedwhengy nment

deducts.-rom-their-paychecks funds. to feed-ancL"pamper"

thb.p oor.-t-e- su-bs'idi z-e-prof e ss-o rs-and -c ol-e ge-sttrd-ent s ,

t o-aLate-n--te.-p.ock e-t s-..of-.oilmnen .an dae ro s.p ac e -i-n d-u-s-t-r-'Li-

l- 

f

~i

genuine and a matter af compassionate concern.' 1  aw-abidingI

patriotic, a firm believer in traditional American values,

"th e forgot ten Ameri can ": J.i-v-e-s--he.an -re ae-h- hi-s-govern-t

4.enjt-only-at the..ballot box, -and-yet most-do--not-even

make-this-ff0rt. The."!forgttenAmericarri is angered

and distrustful about the same institutions of government

-- except for the police -- that alienate the poor.

Extremist s prey upon his frustration and alienation

by promising simplistic solutionsr-e-bgess'ereamirg

and pointing at scapegoats -- usually Negroes . The fester-

in angoisms between lower-middle-class whites and poor

blacks have their ironic side, for the two groups share

many needs: better jobs, better schools, better police

1" ] 
1

1
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The sponses forth below : sketch a profile of

toda s e imin jus ice pr ess and su t some

t e ingredients for its improvement .

Our society has commissioned its police to patrol

the streets, prevent crime,\arrest suspected criminal

. ++ n -- :1m=;mm3 It has established courts to

conduct trials of accused offenders sentence those .who

are found guilty a.d ea .-& It has created a .

" correctional process consisting of prisons to 
punish

convicted persons and programs to rehabilitate 
and

supervise them so that they mrat become useful citizens.

--- It :is commonly assumed that these three components --

law enforcement (police, sheriffs, marshals), the

judicial process (judges, prosecutors, defense lawyers) .

and corrections. (prison officials;'probation and 
parole

officers) -- add up to a "system" of criminal justice.

The system, however, is a myth.

A system implies some unity of purpose and organized

interrelationship among component parts. In the typical

American city and state, and under federal jurisdiction

as well, no such relationship exists. There is, instead,

a reasonably well-defined criminal process, a contir.um

through which each accused offender may pass: from the

hands of the police, to the 'jurisdiction of the courts,
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to identify symbolic issues, such as Supreme Co t

deci ionss civilian review boards, capital pu shme'-
- and pr -ventive detention, as -i~f t bey held -t s -

the crime problem.
The --with which such issues ye been deb ed

in yea has contributed

confidence, to he safety of streets or to the
e ienes of rimir1 oed es- Ithas, how er
ca3 efor in te inttutions of publ c
order and justice tc c

recommendations of rel i residert ulrme Comissions

- -which have
reported since the ernd of 1 6 -

The chapters 
Phi h-ollow ccntai'discussions of

some of the re s which se probptly
if the sa record of the 60's -
law forcemet and criminal just ace the call

o h e 1 0 . As aoak ro cr those- dis 'os

onsh wiersuth qs:ues on :ende~e

a Wh t does a typical crii 1 justice -syste

look 
like today ?

b. How well is that emitgrtdit te
program of citee fo meeting the Problems

of urban ade uacy?

- c. What new di ections should comprehensive
-- reform o the criminal 'just s

6 - c 
ytm ae

c a~r ~ t -a tr~- .f o -n . .. .n.t - * c w .-
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Jpon reflection, this turmoil is not surprising.
Each participant sees the commission of crime-and .the

procedures of justice from a different perspective.

His daily experience and his set of values as to what

effectiveness requires and what fairness requires are
therefore likely to be different. As a result, the
mission and priorities of a system of criminal justice
will in all likelihood be defined differently by a
policeman, a trial judge, a prosecutor, a defense
attorney, a correctional administrator, an appellate
tribunal, a slum dweller and a resident of the suburbs.

For example: The police see crime in the raw.
They are exposed firsthand to the agony of victims, the
danger of streets, the violence of lawbreakers. A major
task of the police officer is to track down and arrest
persons who have committed serious crimes. It is
discouraging indeed for such. an officer to see courts
promptly release defendants on bail, or prosecutors
reduce charges in order to induce pleas of guilty to
lesser offenses, or judges exclude incriminating
evidence, or parole officers accept supervision of
released prisoners but check on -them only a few
minutes each month. -

Yet the .police themselves are often seen by others
as contributing to the failure of the system. They are
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targe-..charges. ineptness, discourtesy, brutality

sleeping on duty, illegal searches. . They are

increasingly attacked by large pegments of the commune

as being insersitive to the feelings and needs of the

citizens they are employed to serve.

Trial judges tend to see crime. from a more remot

and neutral position. They see facts in dispute and

sides to each issue. They may sit long hours on the

bench in an effort to adjudicate cases with dignity

and dispatch, only to find counsel. unprepared, or wea

cases presented, or witnesses missing, or warrants

unserved, or bail restrictions unenforced. They find

sentencing to be the most difficult of their tasks, y

pr sentence information is scanty and dispositional

alternatives are all too often thwarted by the

unavailability of adequate facilities.

" Yet criminal courts themselves are often poorly

' managed and severely criticized. They are seriously
o AA\k e~ ( o 0.P q ~

backlogged X'l1 too any judges are perceived as

being inconsiderate of waiting parties, police officer

and citizen witnesses. Throughout the country, lower

criminal. courts tend to be operated more like turnstile

than tribunals.

. .Corrections officials enter the crime picture lo

after the offense and .deal only with defendants. Their
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prepare. indviua prsoer fofiucsfu eunt
soci ety' e ar ayie h

(

Persons whose sentences are either inadequate or excessive.

They are frustrated by legislatures which curtail the

flexibility of sentences and which fail to appropriate

necessary funds. They are dismayed at police officers who

harass-parolees, or at a community which fails to provide

jobs or refuses to build halfway houses for ex-offenders.

Yet jails are notoriously ill-managed. Sadistic guards

are not uncommon. Homosexual assaults among inmates are

widely tolerated. Prison work usually bears little -

relationship to employment opportunities outside. Persons

jailed to await trial are typically treated worse than .

- sentenced offenders. Correctional administrators are often

said to be presiding over schools in crime.

In the mosaic of discontent which pervades the criminal

process, public officials and institutions, bound together

with private persons in the cause of reducing crime, each

seem bd own special missions being undercut by the cross-
" E

purposes, frailties or malfunctions of others. As they

I find their places along the spectrum between the

intense concern with victims at. one end, and total

. preoccupation with reforming convicted lawbreakers at the

it " ""

"/
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e ~other, so d'o they find theiLr daily perceptions of 3usti j 'j'

varying or in conflict. The conflicts in turn are

intensified by the fact that each part.tof the criminal

process in most cities is ove-rloaded and undermanned, and "

most of its personnel underpaid ~and inadequately trained. . ( o

Under such circumstances it is hardly surprising to ;

find in most cities not a smooth functioning "system" of '"

criminal justice but a fragmented and often hostile ama -

gareation of criminal justice agencies. To the extent ) K ,;

they are concerned about other parts of the "syste ," p F

. police view courts as the enemy. Judges oftenf rid law

enforcement officers themselves violating he law. -

Both see correctional programs as largely w failure. -

Many defendants perceive all three as paying only lip

service to individual rights. "_F

"sechanims for introducing me sense of harmony -

into the system are s-m ut sized. Judges, police -

administrators and prison ficials hardly -ever confer.. ,

on common problems. Se encin; institutes and

' familiarization priso visits for judges are the - C

exception rather tan the rule. Neither prosecuting

nor defense att neys receive training in corrections

upon which t base intelligent sentencing recommendaticn . Iag

' ; Near every part of the criminal process is run *

c t

Ii ~... ~
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with public funds by persons employed as officers of justice ' ' f ' ' .'

to serve the same community. Yet every agency in the -0 4,) C 0 0

criminal process in a sense competes with every other in the ,' ;

quest for tax dollars. Isolation or antagonism rather than

mutual support tends to characterize their intertwined -

operations. And even when cooperative efforts develop, the

press usually features the friction, and often aggravates it.

One might expect the field to be flooded with systems

analysts, management consultants and publicly-imposed 
'- .

measures of organization and administration in order to

introduce order and coordination into this criminal justice

chaos. It is not. - 1
Q, A recognized profession of crim al justice system

administrators does n~ot exist today. In fact, most of thC\ ,'

subsystems are poorly run. For example, court administrators j

are rare, and court management by trained professionals is a

concept that is taking hold very slowly.--- -;

C The bail "system," which should involve coordination

among at least a half dozen agencies, is presided over by no

one. Few cities have neutral bail agencies to furnish bail-

setting magistrates with reliable background data on defendants.

rosecuto s usually ignore community ties and factors other
than the criminal charge and the accused's criminal record,

Th Defense lawyers

-. 35 4)
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nonmonetary release conditions in cases involving
impecunious clients . /Depontionnesn held lon periods

in jail prior to trial are rarely acted on by courts, and

bail review for detainees is repey recuested. Enforcement

of' bal restrictions and forfeitures of bond for ba

jumpers are .unusual. Bail bondsmen go unregulated.

Effective police- administration is hard to rind.

The great majority of police agencies are headed by

chiefs who started as patrolmen. and rose through the

ranks, whose higher education is scanty, whose training

in modern management techniques, finance, personnel,

communications and community relations is limited, and

whose isolation is profound. Lateral entry of police

administrators from other departments or outside-

sources is usually prohibited' by antiquated Civil

Service concepts..

Apart.from lack o leadership, the process of crime

control in most cities hnitin iral collection and

analysis of criminal justice information. It has no

focal point for formulating a cohesive crime budget

based on system needs rather than individual agency

requests. It has no mechanism for planning, initating

or evaluating systemwide programs, or for- setting

priorities. It has no. specialized staff to keep the -
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mayor or other head of government. regularly informed cf

the problems and progress of public safety and justice.

Crime receives high--level attention only as a short-term

reaction to crisis. An effective system does not exist.

b-.,r.i.ina.. -Sane-t4ens-,was-a-So-;uton-t o-Ur bar P hb ems

(1) Scope of Sanctions. The internal diso ga ization

f the criminal 'ustice system is not its o ly han icap.

* ven if it furictio ed like a well-oiled chine, i would. '

r-without other chan es-- probably fai to achieve either

a substantial reductio in most cat gories of cond ct now

labelled as crime, or a m terial ncrease in' public respect

for law.

The likelihood of failure is promoted by two

traditional features of c iniina .law administrati n:

(;1) the criminal sancton applie by statute to m ch more

h man behavior than t can realistically control, and (2)

the criminal proc ss operates too la ely in isol tion

f om other pro rams aimed at the breed g grounds of

antisocial b havior. Until the target c nduct of criminal

penalties can be narrowed and the myth of ull en orcement

dispelled, and until crime reduction is pere ived as

r q ring better education, housing health and em loyment

o ortunities for would-be offenders, the crimin process

- w 11 continue to suffer from demands that it acco lish more.

't an is possible with less help. than is indispens bl to
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Manhattan Bower Project. Othei's, traffic infractions,

might be transferr d to an adr - :) ative or regulatory

process, as Californa a eYork have done. But

until the wide n of behavior now subject to

arrest, trial d s ntencing is materially reduced, the

police, co ts, and prisons are likely to remain over-

whel.meadu drcivn'

con im-in-:- an'tions needs to be narrowed, -

z~huld to ren-e--e-f--emmuiyb.dpg±wtd c

me 1 edads elt,eazare=need= at-least somuceby

juv7.e;-e l-a dus>eha:geew-1-thw-crme: as .by-the4'

c era_ -n- re-depr°.ve&-emmuri y-wh~o have-rn~rt-been "

so r.,e . he criminal justice process . c e e

. .te function in isoe;aee-femthe more affirmative social

programs for improving individual lives. obj active

. of integr g cri al and noncr * program as

to ocate t-diffiTiT achieve.

-For example, a major goal of an offender's contact

with the criminal process is said to be corrective --

rehabilitation followed by reintegration into the

" community, with enhanced respect for law. Yet the -

opposite is often true: the typical prison experience

- . is degrading, conviction records create a lasting stigma,

decent job opportunities upon release are rare, voting
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rights are abridged, military. service options are curtailed 
._v.

family life disruptions are likely to be serious, and the
outlook of most ex-convicts is .bleak. The expectation
of the community that released offenders will be "corrected
is matched by outdated laws and community responses which
tend strongly to defeat those expectations. -

his unfortunate pattern .s not confined to the
handling of convicted offenders. The odds are high that
unconvicted persons will encounter similar, and sometimes
greater constraints. Cities are full of people who havebeen arrested but not convicted, and who nevertheless

served time in -
- - d"-T"-t-e -e

' acilities-

as ~al or se > in terms ! "i
of overcrowding and deterioration, than the r t

prisons to which r ;convicted offenders are sentenced. Accused first offenders .are mixed indiscriminately with hardened recidivists The
opportunities for recreation job t

, , ,jib training or treatment of ° " j-- a nonpunitive character are almost nil.

on"" st record alone bec
a substantial 1i ity, o many segmea

y segme a community, 
:- the difference between des status action

1-m:n~ily 
arded s a technicaity

i1 c a lLt - .. _
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In i-t s.: present"ta 'e of itrepair, the cr

process -- when i.t operates alone -- at.best per 'oons

. ~ah olding function. This .fun.tion provide

n society despitee when a serious of'fpnder with a long.

record and minima prospect of imp 0 ment is identified.

In such cases, denial release for as long as the law

allows may seem reasonable ven -though a ^'

convicts5 eventually r'e eased.

In ' es however, a ity candid about its

own. criminal j ice deficiencies needs t asc whether full

enforceme >" aimed at detention, 
prosecution a - imprison-

,,i -- or reinforce criminali

- ' 'The.,,trad iognal=asesumptWon-has-s=bteetnha nIl's

judges have resorted increasingly in recent years to

various forms of post-conviction 
probation. They have

done so after weighing the possibilities 
for rehabilitation

if the offender is so released against the. usually

disastrous prognosis which would 
accompany his incarceration

It is a painful choice; little understood by the public

But the decision to seek correction 
of an affer.der in the

- community reflects l-es-s a compassionate attitude towards

law-breakers, m a hardheaded recognition, based on data,

- that long term public safety has a better 
cha-nce of -being
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protected.

" " - le-a-1t.er-n i -.-~-a-re-neo-1-ongem.iWm~ y~~pFin

outrigi t- rekea:se. Integrating. the criminal process h

comment programs requires, closely supervised for s of

release: ytime work release, release in the cu tody of

reliable co nselors, prerelease guidance cente s, alcoholism

and narcotic treatment centers, halfway hou es

Community Eased programs will, of c urse, fail equally

with prisons if -he resources and att iudes which accompany

them are no better. Identifying the offender's needs in

terms. .of education, job training, employment, family aid,

hospitalization and sh lter, ar providing for them, must

be seen as inuring to so [etys benefit as w as hisow~.

. he stage at which th se services are furnished

should whenever possible what dvancel from after convictio

to after arrest. Volutary correctional programsjjei be

offered without a prior finding o guilt. As urged by the

Na o Crime Commission, accused offenders should be

routed away from the criminal process at the earliest

stage that vin cation of the commu y's, interest permits.

" u (efforts will tend to r the o

. criminal p section by eliminating it when it is not

needed, d increase t e speed and firnine s of -

prosecu ion for hardened. offenders for whom no meaningful

alter'ative.exists. Public funds taas d -. rom the
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~ropriation requests aeless than $300 milin or law

enorcen w d inrease th n '/ /K

expenditures ii-tha f ~b~ ~ percent. About

$15 million ioen euse o h y u prgaS

rate of crime and about the conditions that 
give rise to

crime, including g very inadequate system of criminal justice.

In this Commission' s judgment, we should give concrete

.. t

expression to our conce by a soenntonlcmimndt

double our investment in the administration of justice an

-th pevention of crim as rapidly as uc an ivtmt

can be wisely planned and utilized,.nesmn

cosoteuatonles than one-half of

one percent of its 
tpiet a ~-~~~-s

to "establish justice" and "insure domestic 
tranqu-Llity" in

this complex and volatile age.

Tlie commitment should be made in a manner 
that will

convnce the states, cities and the public that they can

rely on the seriousness and continuity 
of the undertaking,

and that they can invest matching funds 
of their own without

fear that the federal portion may be curtailed 
midway in the

&rogram..
-'-"htZ~-~We recomme d -as a first step, that the

Con e ss take eff- tive meas to dedicate

~ percent of the fe a income tax revenues

additional e enditur 'n t ields of
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law enforcement d crime prevention, over

and above presen expenditures for these

purposes. This would amount to r increase

of approximately $2 5 billion nnually.

With matching state a d 1 al funds under the

existing formulas, it ould represent an

annual increase of ifty percent in the

current level of expendit re, federal, state

and local. W en these sum have been fully

employed, e recommend that ongress give

further onsideration to the raising and

emplo ent of an additional $2.5 billion per

yea to the extent found necessaYy at that

t me.

The-e a' .

co n -'

c )a Creation of a Tw-Ef-er-emem-t ust Fund

similar t the Social Securit rust Fund and

the Highway 'ust Fund, o which L

s would be

allocated for per d of ten years.

f the ighway Tru t Fund, actual expenditures

from the rust fund would b ubjec o annual

approp iation measures by the ngress.
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)The en ctment of laws uthorizing the

appropriation a two pierce of federal annual

income tax reve ues for aw enforcement and

crime prevention fo a period of ten years, over

Actual expen tures would again be subject to the

passage o annual appropriation measures. The f
Preside t's recent tax-sharing proposal is an

exam le of such a commitment.

a) no z he'

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration h

Department of Health, Education and Welfare,-f

i to enter into

' ± I

long-term contracts with state and local agencies,

u t

be )n The e fo tvoedto of thes uthoizing tha J

Qpop rethn u b i perce cf ta!

income t rf e.c a-1 fnh om e rceree ss--ra4-r-- -

rwit--e p-eroviso that where annual payments~ inay

an.-eT short of the authorized race, e

diffcroc±a uuuLicd be applied to increase aucrized

an p. Actual -

exeuial4Lres would agin be subject to annual

as as u r ton measure es. Th-}

-~ * ,,,.-'
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.) T authorZing the

issuance by state and local agencies of federally

guaranteed long-term bonds to cover capital costs

of the construction of new facilities and obtaining

major items of new equipment (e.g., a communications

system), with an underlying contract under which

annual contributions in a predetermined amount would

be made by the federal government toward payment of

interest and amortization of principal on the bonds.

Actual expenditures would rtin subject to annual

appropriation measures The blic Housing Program

is an example of this type of financing Howe r,

because many o the financial eds in the aw

enforcement area are for p grams suc as bet er

training more personn and highe salari to

attra more talent d people, , ich fal in the realm

of perating ex nses rathe than capital cos , t

pproach wou go only rt way tow rd fu -illin t

need for long-term commitment t supply th eeded

funds to local authorities.

e) Passage of a joi resoluti confirm ing the

intent of the Congress to com ' an additio 1 two

KS> P percent of federal income x r enues a ually to these

purposes.
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without new organization. and elationships to help spend
money wisely a.nd use per onn well, history suggests that
significant changes re unlikely

-ef n rrn * n tha---i-e -- s---3'Ung -oo "

mCx.- .cRT'-an ,e T i~ed-out . sub stanti -

portion of the - n~ a Crime Commission's proposals in

1967 are-eempe 'remarkably similar to those urged

by the. Wickersham Commission established by President

loover 37 years earlier" /espite that Commission's

equally impressive documentation, conservatism and

presidential prestige, little follow-through was mounted.

Experience with commissions at the -state and local levels

' shows similar result s' MINES~yxag geigel,- e -ede -

with ., ed ,reports-on-Rpolere-in anadequaeye- ottr6hees J

pird3son d4&-gslra-ceeyeand= eexferm-"proposa-1-s-.wh-i-s-an~ee.r

- l money poured into the crime problems not
a y /fsrif Qu y = egu~
a lu crime reduction. Wealthy states and localities which

have spent vast .sums for crime control have become no more

- noticeably crime-free than jurisdio1ti0 s which haven't. The

District of Columbia, with a superL ime commission report

" constant - is Congress and federal money close by

has failed to achieve anything resembling a model system of
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criminal justice, c _

This pattern suggests the- existence of substantial

built-in obstacles to change. It suggests that unless

much more attention is spotlighted on the inability and

unwillingness of present crime control systems to ls .

reform, new money may go down old drains. Vexing problems

of politics, organization and leadership underlie the

maintenance of the status quo and need to be faced

directly.

In the search for ne-w- ht-tp - the Cm ta --icn

o ' crime commission recommendation, two promrsing but

comparatively untried strategies '

recent exp nce on the frontiers of criminal justice

insera-e4-has: (1) *a program to coordinat criminal

justice agencies -more effectively by placing them under

the supervision of a new high-level criminal justice oa4'

sI .- r. .c.y.; and (2) a program to develop private

citizen participation as an integral operating component,

rather than a conversational adjunct, of criminal reform.

The success o citizen participation will in many ways -

be dependent on the establishment of a central criminal

justice offices c -..- /--c. ,
. r

The criminal justice a easy

The pervasive fragmentation of police, court and
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" r °- - correctional agencies suggests that some catalyst is'

- - needed to bring them together. .An assumption thaat

" ~~~public agencies ill1 operate cons istentl~y can noj ,

~lon ;erz suffice as a substitute for deliberate aciion

" 0

" -- 0... to make it happen in real life. -r+n -rM: _( __

tie..aomab-ge-. -. in...~ u~e

~~~agenete-s-°e=--a "ftl~'t-hir "*0Tf7dTt, foMT" 'fi't"2 1tfay .

Periodic crime commissions --- which study these

agencies, file reports and then disappears -- are valuable,-

but they are too transient for the catalyst role. A

" ,'

law enforcement .council -- consisting of chief judges "" "

, and agency heads 'who meet periodically -- will likely - "

constitute little more than another committee of'"

overc ommitt ed of fic ials . - "

A full-time criminal justice office.

" ~ should be considered basic t~ogformation of a criminal

~"

justice system. Its optimum form - : or staff -_

i.ts location in the bureaucracy need .t~o be developed.

through experimentation.3 , co Xld bie vested in a

" ~criminal justice assistant to the mayor or county.

"~ )

executive, with staff relationships to 28&executive,

encies, and liaison with the courts and the community

needeegd t. couldtoeh' as a ministry of justice

Sand be given line authority under the direction ofa

A,, high ranking official rf local. government .(eg, Directo

the .A1

ign-~-af~ih~ i~ o f ~ ~ ~ y

Peioi crim co.isin _ whcsuy. hs

agenies fie rport an~ ten isapear-- re aluble

buihyaetotrnin o h ctls oe
laInocmn'oucl- ossin fcifjde

an agnyhaswome eidcly- illkl
j is

cosiueltl!oethnaohrcmiteo
ovro'te offcils

A ful-tie ciminl jutic ~ ofic



of Public Safety or Criminal Justice Administrator), to

whom local police, prosecutor, defender and correctional

agencies would be responsive. Special kinds of administrative

ties to the courts would - -be evolved to avoid

undermining the essential independence of the judiciary.)

A thiid alternative might take the form of a well-

staffed secretariat to a council composed of heads of

public agencies, courts and private interests concerned

with crime. To avoid the ineffectiveness of committees,.

however, either the chairman of the council or its

executive director would have to be given a good measure

of leadership authority.

Whatever its form, .. 1

i/he basic purpose~cu..o

. h basc purose'( u' be to allocate

resources, to assure effective processing of cases and

to develop understanding and respect among the component

subsystems. For example:

- It would develop a system- of budgeting for

crime which takes account of the interrelated

'neneeds and imbalances amor individual agencies

4 - -and jurisdictions;

- It would initiate a criminal justice information

-" system which sonnel, bd n
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and...lesd 1t~~ce 1 in, would embrace not

simply crime reports (as is typical today), but

arrests, reduction of' charges, convictions,

sentences, recidivism, court backlogs, detention

populations, crime prevention measures, and other

data essential to an informed process;

-- would perform a mediating and liaison role-

in respect to the many oi2lW functions of the

"crimi prcesse.g., development of programs

' to reduce police waiting time ir court, to improve

pretrial release information and control, to

enlist prosecutors and defense attorneys in

cooperative efforts to expedite trials, to bring

correctional inputs to bear on initial decisions

whether to prosecute, to improve relations between

criminal justice agencies and the community;

- - would perform or sponsor systems analyses and

periodic evaluations of agency programs, and encourage

innovations and pilot projects which might not

otherwise have a chance in a tradition-oriented

system;-

- t'would develop minimum standards of performance
new incentives and exchange programs for police,

- court and correctional personnel.
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Most of all, the comprehensive grasp of the system
by an experienced criminal justice staff would facilitate

informed executive, judicial and legislative judgments on
- priorities. It would help decide, for example, whether

the new budget should cover:

- A modern diagnostic and detention center to

replace the jail, or 1000 policemen;

- Additional judges and prosecutors, or a
prior management survey of the courts;

- A computerized information system or a roving
leader program for juveniles;

- New courtrooms or a halfway houses

For a full-time well-staffed criminal justice office
to be successful, it must achieve a balanced perspective
within its own ranks on the problems of public safety and
justice. Practical experience in law enforcement, in the
assertion of individual rights, and in the efficiency and
effectiveness of programs must be represented.

- The transition from today's chaotic process to a well-
run system will not be easy. Mostkroublesome is the fact
that the criminal process does not operate within neat
political boundaries. Police departments are often funded
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at the city level; county and state police and sheriffs
must also be taken into account. Judges are sometimes
appointed, sometimes elected, and different courts are
answerable to local, county and state constituencies.
Correctional functions are a conglomerate of local and
county jails, and county and state prisons. Probation

systems are sometimes administered e courts some-
times by an xecutive agency- Prsctrs may be appointed.

or elected all three levels of nment. Defense

lawyers usually come from the private sector but are
.increasingly being augmented by public defender agencies.

Ref ' --f-- --eenw-' .a si g e~juris-
dict on, where politica control of crimina justice
agencies is traditionally loose. . Many m ors have dif i-
culty with the concept of th police d artment as a
subordinate agency. "Keep the olit' s out of policin "
has become a watchword often use b .inbred police
depar iments to resist the recruit en of new leadershi

from o side police civil servi e roste s. By defe ng
more to police chiefs than to he heads o other critical
city agencies, mayors avoid aking crime thei own problem.
At' the same time, the poli e -themselves have av 'ded
responsibility for crime control, especially in re nt years,
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by attributin he in reas n c ime to Sup e ourt

decisions.

If this confusing pattern makes the creation, location,-

staffing and political viability of a criminal justice

office difficult, it also symbolizes why little semblance

of a system exists today. -Fragmentation is in many ways

inherent in the antiquated structure of local government.

.The challenge of crime poses a high priority inducement to

reallocate political power and make government more

effective.
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An adequately staffed criminal justice office will

-be more than. most cities canl c rrently afford..

ts need is not~present y seen as high on

their riority lists. age t fe development o

Mhoffilces, i -6® V no el eCommit ssn..se-- recommrend

a --. s, .. , - n to provide -- "..

direct financial aid t cites o counties submitting

suitnh - p'lns f'Ar structuring and staffing .*+nm.

w11 'h a ,-bee- e' o avo

operations hch are systermwide in appearance -

piosecutorial i 'p pose . / commitmen /sh ld -be .-

r quired to assure t cruitment f balanced staff -

- - - * -

julTh ap ican plan should

also spel o in detail the ontem ated

relationsh -ween the proposed office nd th

elev ,oveamenttalystru.c~ure-.,.of-the-eiyo

Helpful insights in establishing such offices rmay

be derived from the experience of state law enforcement

planning agencies established under the Omnibus Cri..e

Contro]. and Safe Streets Act . * * Useful

precedents may also be found in the criminal justice

coordinating role developed by Mayor Lindsay's office in
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f Private Citizen Involvement _

Government programs for tihe control. of crime are

unlikely to succeed all alone. Informed private citizens,

playing a variety of roles, can make a decisive difference

in the prevention, detection and prosecution of crime, the

fair administration of justice., and the restoration of

offenders to the communi ty.

En h .f'ng 1 ton--e ggrss-1y ndelayed- y,

ew citizen-based mechanisms are needed at the

and ' .levels to spearhead greater participation by

individuals and in groups.'

(.---..(..-Nar-o Criminal _Jus±t-e-e-Consultin enter

Enlisting 1 segments of bus' ess and c-ti-e

life in constructive cr-m program s no ,eady task. T e

ederal government has not d it No existing private '

rganization appears to co -iffe ough prestige, knowle ge

nd experience. Toe e as a catal .a national cit zen

- roup must kno the crimeplpbem--irtimra ad.;roadl,

have-praet'ica i sights into its complex so utio and

;
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New York over the past two years and now being explored by

several other cities, and in the experience of the Office X
of Criminal Justice established in the Department of

Justice i~n 1964,1 iiily
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easily dismantled if it proves unsuccessful. If it proves

effective, it can be taken over as a permanent operation by

the public agency and the private group can move on to a new

area.
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In the broader field of improving urb society, national

citizens' organizations such as the Urban Coalition, the

_!pG Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, the Urban league,

the National Council on Crime an delinquency, the eague of r
Women Voters, and the American Friends Service Co ittee, have ;

launched programs in a number of major cities to stimulate both

public and private efforts to improve housing, schools, and job

opportunities for the urban poor, to identify and treat the

juvenile offender, and to improve relations between the police

and the residents of the inner city.

Several . - nts critical to the suc . ssor_.failure of

"uch groups and the r overall act on law and just-ice in

he comm nity have'em rged from t eir expert n-ce. They includei fhe 
/

J, 1 long-term contin- ty, volve nt i> variety of urban prob .ems,

.9' frequent evaluation of p a es.s, full-time staff funded from

private sources, and ad q' te proj'e-ct funding. Critical t

success is a will ng ss to ork with - not in-oplposition to --

public ag en.ies -o-stay-t-- - ose
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Tfhe successes of such groups have demonstrated that

public institutions a ~r~aeare receptive

to change proposed by private organizations. Organizations

such as these should receive maximum encouragement and every

effortshould ade to extend their influence on the
broadest s cale. e- rete reto n oniuds ort

r . . .

K

Federal, city, and tate governments can do much to

promote the success of suc groups b providing project

funding, for example through u agencies as the LEAA and

its National Institute of w E orcement and Criminal Justice;

the Department of Hous- g and Urb i Development; and the

Department of Hea , Education and Telfare.

Enlisting he private citizen n c nstructive programs

for urban justice s no easy ta <, and providing funds alone

will not achieve it .

To serve as a catal t for the formation and

support of such gr up , particularly in the field

of law enforceme t, we commend that the President

K call upon lead ng private itizens to create a

nationwide p ivate group to e called the National

Committee f r the dministratic of Justice. A

similar P esidential initiative 1 d to the creation

:;)

I I~._



in 1963 of the Lawyers Committee for Civil

Rights Under Law, a private group which has pgae4

the Bar intef-eil@-se-the effort to make

&- -

civil rights into a working reality. ~ he members

I Ac

and staffs of the four federal commissions which Y

S have recently studied the problems of crime,

~violence and social disorder - the President 's

Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, :
the President'is Commission on Law Enforcement and

~p ~>j~' Administration of Justice, the National Advisory

* Commission on Civil Disorder, and this Commission~~

cons tute a bipartisan reservoir of experience

1

peo le f mn which - le st par o the 1cle-s of1

su body could be formed.

S c would supplement rathe rtan ,dupli-

cate the promising and important work'

ii

and-fhe LLawyers-r ommittee'. Following the successful precedent

of Vera, the Unena--Comite on the Ai srtion of

Jus&-e would concentrate on the various aspects of the criminal

justice system, from crime prevention arrest to trial and

correction, including the specialized treatment of actual -

and potential juvenile offenders. We would expect it to
receive financial support from the same foundation, business,

and labor sources, as well as from the legal profession. !

L c
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Naticnq uiiimitt would help to form an support local

private counterparts of Vera in our maj r urban areas,

to work alongside local governmental age icies on specific

operating and administrative problems. t would act as a

clearing house for transmitting news of s ccessful innovative

procedures developed in one city to the a tention of agencies

faced with similar problems in another. -«=4 provide

continuing public education about the omplexity of crime

prevention and the treatment of offen ers. Not least important,

it some o n ad hoc Presidential

commissions nd make s-oimer use of the r findings and recommendations.

c7// The mobilization of private and public resources toward

an ordered society -- one in which he rights of all citizens

to p '- to liberty, to he pursuit of happiness are

safeguarded by our governing insti utions -- is an appropriate

priority for the decade we are abo t to enter. 3pel, hy-te

bi entennial of this nat' n's independ 'ce e should be able to

declare that 11 ur nstitutions of ov ment ha e earned,

no simpl the c ent of he gove n , t th abi ing

res and unwavering al egiance f all izens. P<
izens.
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C) j
The echan m s ted here could go a long way

towards reversing the picture of a criminal justice non-

system falling apart at the seams. 'Money-in-v-t-a-am

ithe-ether---par- of the 1iFe hln9 of a functioning

system. The injection of federal funds into state crime

control programs in 1968 was important step in the right

direction. Much more money must be channeled, and must

reach down into the cities, if action to reduce crime is

to make a difference. Much more money must be injected

into research, development and pilot projects, if the

outdated techniques of yesterday are to be converted into

an effective criminal process tomorrow.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is doing

a'commendable job under adverse circumstances. Congress --

has appropriated las money tha it reds for grants and

staffingA h bucket for its vital

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice;

and restrictions which make

progress difficult.

Until these impediments are remedied, and until staffed

organizations -- public and private -- are developed to assure

wise investment and monitoring of new funds, crime control will

continue to be a campaign fought with bold words

but no system.
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N Chaptet' :Il;. The P ice and Their Pr blems.

"In society's ay-to-day ef forts to
protect its cil:izens from the suffer 'ing,
fear and property loss produced by crime
and the threa- of crime, the pol..cnan
occupies the .:rntline. It is ho ;ho
directly confr nts criminal situa ions,
and it is to hi'n that the. frecdor of
Americans to wa k their streets nd
be secure in the'r homes ... de ends to a .
great extent on eir policemen." /

There is little qu stion that during .the past

decade of turbulent social change our nation's policemen

have not been able to esc pe fror the front lines.

More than that, they are c lled upon to fight against one

side one day and then for -l' t e next day. The sane

policeman who on a Wednesday is mobilized to help control

a blazing ghetto riot and a r st throngs of looters may

-ty week's end, find himsel as -igned to keep traffic clear -'

from the parade route bei g fol owed by hundreds of blacks

conducting an anti-pover y march.

In fact, the very ame police, 'n may on a Saturday

rescue a hippie colleg student vict ized by a gang of

mot-orcyclists, and by the next Monday e summoned to the

campus to assist uni ersity officials in e-capturing

a building held by s one-throwing, epithet creaming student

dissidents. The sa e policeman in the morni may be

For footnotes see f allowing page. t h m o n m a y b
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